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IJDipE is the first international journal devoted entirely to
fostering/understanding issues interconnecting diplomacy and
economy. Although diplomats state that they occupy more
than 60% of their time with economic-related issues,
economic diplomacy was/is often neglected. There have been
huge changes in the field of diplomacy (globalisation,
regionalisation, internet, social networks, new entrants in
international field, e.g. NGOs, MNCs, etc.), belying the
stereotype that diplomacy is old-fashioned. One constant
has always been at the core of diplomacy – economy.
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Topics covered include:
•   Economic diplomacy
•   Development of diplomacy and economy
•   Commercial diplomacy
•   Export promotion
•   Financial diplomacy and IMF, WB, OECD
•   Diplomacy and globalisation
•   NGOs and diplomacy
•   Public diplomacy and business
•   MNCs and diplomacy
•   Regional entities and diplomacy

•   Diplomacy and international trade
•   Diplomacy and foreign direct investments
•   Models of economic diplomacy
•   SMEs and diplomacy support
•   Macroeconomic indicators and diplomacy
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